1) Introductions

2) Personnel
   a. COVID-19 protocols
   b. UNOLS manifest
   c. Medical forms
   d. Berthing plan
   e. Dietary restrictions
   f. Shipboard Civility and Safety videos
   g. Embarkation/Disembarkation
   h. Foreign Nationals (?)

3) Cruise Plan
   a. Port call information
   b. Science Cargo – manifest, shipping, MOB and DEMOB logistics
   c. SKQ Overside Handling Systems (OHS) – cranes, winches, tension members, blocks/sheaves
   d. Portable OHS – deck mounting, power & cooling requirements, UNOLS winch pool requests
   e. Vans – SKQ services, UNOLS van pool requests
   f. Other NSF/ONR/UNOLS facilities (?)
   g. Aft deck & lab layouts
   h. SKQ CTD Rosette & underway sensors
   i. Echosounders
   j. Refrigeration for science samples
   k. Waypoint tool and MapServer support – satellite imagery requests (?)
   l. Arctic Operations (?) — CECSOP, outreach & observers, on-ice operations
   m. Diving (?)
   n. Unmanned Aircraft System (?) — UNOLS Operator Handbook

4) Hazardous Material – chemicals, radioactive material, lithium batteries

5) Satellite Communications – bandwidth expansion (?), outreach/media

6) Foreign MSR consent (?)

Sikuliaq Cruise Planning website: https://www.sikuliaq.alaska.edu/ops/